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The Cuervo Clipper.

JOB WORK.

and
STATIONERY
Nor 36.

Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New Mexico, Friday December 16, 1910.
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Haile Items

CWHY DONT
tYou PUT

r0

safe

INTHErf

TflT--

i

Something
'MOT FOR
rL. WINTER

ITS

fJEMEflfBER

BANK

Mr, and Mrs. Nickelson war in
Mrs. Nickelson
town
Miss May Keeter was in Cuervo.
Monday.
just returned from Amarlllo.
Monday,
Mrs, Reed and sons of Hiila
Mrs. 0 Reed was visiting at
in town Monday.
were
Martin Lyle'i Tuesday ,
Miss LilUe Lyle

BOND & WIEST
-- THE

QUALITY STORE-

-

GOODS TO SUPPLY YOUR WAitTS

FIRST' NATIONAL

Rosa

BANK-Sant- a

N. M.

THEY NOT ONLY HAVE A COMPLETE LINE

DRY GOODS & GROCERIES
THEY HAYE
BUGQlpS, WAGONS, WINDMILLS, PUMPS

Capital and Surplus (55,000

BARBED WIRE & FEED.

SPECIAL LUMBER SALE

THEY SELL CHEAP FOR CASH

II.

C. Claunch. of Alamo, was

Monday.
postoffice at Haile now.
Miss Ora
Mrs. Mollie Hyde is itjll in very
Monday.
poor health.
Mr. Z. T, Crawtord was visiting

Texas to work.

Crawford

is

was

LOCAL. ITEMS- Pat Quintana

was

in Cuervo last

Mondiy,

Keeter is

Monday.
Ben Landers made a visit to
Mr.Joe Obanon and family wero
Santa $osa last Tuesday. Perhaps
visiting at Los Tanos Saturday
he
gof his licence while he was
and Sunday.
there.
Joe Dobbins lost fins calf.
This Monday evening it looks
tloa. b, V. Morrison went to
very much like snow.
Vaughn last Friday on buaiaeis
connected with his office as com
The One Who Knows- missioner of Guadalups County.

Buxton Items

Meadow Hay $lo.oo St
i2.oo
Tom Neal is still quite sick.
Grama Hay U5.00. Alfalfa 116.04
DAY OF NOVEMBER.
BEGAN
Most every one has bad colds.'
per ton..
Mr. B. B. Black has moved into
An continiiingr 60 days we will sell lumber
Santa Rosa Mercantile Co.
;J GAKDLKSS OF COST.
This means that you
week which were turned over to his new house,
C Valley Items.
will cave from $5,00 to $15.00 per one thousand, feet.
Mr. Nlckolson, of Potrillo reCommissioner G. H, Buxton
J ustice Vancuren. They are sup
News in and around C Valley.
Cur idea in havintr this saie is to try and reduce our
ceived a message Tuesday that his
and Mr. Cilky are in Las Vegas.
We have had lovely weather for posed to be stolen goods deposit
st ok 'on hand and these low prices are STKICTLY
returned
hai
Mr.
Alex
Potter
daughter was vevy low and that be
ed there by someone,
the past week,
if lie
Mrs. Nicholson returned home from Amarillo. Texas, where be must come immediately
Mr. W. R. Moore and slater,
e
work
for
wanted
hex
wjceks
been
at
to
has
six
alive,
the tenth for from Tucumcart Monday.
Miss Allie, left
EARL D. JONES, Mgr.
V
Mr. and Mrs. Avants spent Sun past.
Kansa? to spend xmas with home
I'ora Gregg was 00 he streets of
were
Clark
Bros,
assisting Mr.
folks.
day with Mr, and Mrs. Huff.
Cuervo with cabboe and apples
some
Remember the box supper at II. L. Potter in building
Messdames W. R and W. Dt
for sale Monday.
lorn says the
sheds Tuesday
i
and children fpent Abbot Saturday night tbe 17th.
Chatharn
GO TO
people around Roswell are just as
Mr. Alex Potter and Mrs. H .
Old Haysend.
Thanksgiving in Tuoumcari, with
bard up as they are around
L. Potter were visiting at It.
their husbands
Cuervo.
Neals Saturday.
Mr. Rhode Chestnut is slowly
J. M. McNeil was helpihg Ben Earl D. Jones .bad quite a tima
Newkirk Items
FOR HOLIDAY GOODS
recovering from a fall he received
Buxton on his stock sheds Thurs fixing up bis uncle, A. A. Jone'S
not long ago.
J. V. Gallogos was hers Friday
AND SEE SANTA CLAUS,
automobile last Tuesday.
And
day,
Christmas is comming. Hurrah! of last week.
of
Mr.
Meeks
Logan N, M., is Mart Brewer was wearing a smile
hurrah! hurrah I
I. R. Van Arsdale returned from
cattle and over tbe blacksmithlng be got to
Flats
the
in
buying
W. R. Chatham is at home with Okla., to his claim near Newkirk
horses.
do on the auto.
'',
his family again.
last week.
Buxton is staying in the
Ben
Miss Flossie Grovea of Los
Mr. E. D. Monsimcr has returnA. H. Ld and family went to
store for G. U. Buxton while he Is
to
from
Las
a short trip
Tanos came down Monday eve
ed
Vegas.
Cubra
!
Springs last Sunday. They
,: DRY GOODS, SHOES. HATS. & CAPS
awiy in Las Vegas.
And if one had noticed you could and returned Tuesday.
",
-- PLf.
FANCY GROCERIES. QUEENSWARE,
were
by Mr and Mrs
accompanied
Hope to do better next.
AN D ALL KINDS OF RACKET GOODS.
Our school was closed last week
have seen him at the home, of
son
Austin . Mr.
E,
and
D, Jones
His pr ices are always right.
Rattlesnake Pete,
on account ot tbe. teachers,
Mies Freeman Sunday
Ollie,
Eh,
Jones and family returned Moa-da- y
WWWWWWWWWW
WW
He
absence.
Miss Nobis Chatham seems to Lomsana Lopez,
bu,t Mr. Long and family will
"
a council
be seen was away attending
can
From
be
aud
Items
I
Nevs
The
lonely
very
IV. O. HAWKINS
remain at the Springs for a
with a long face since Mr. Clinton meeting.
U. S. COMMISSIONER
Hotel
Oklahoma
days.
No charge for making application Keeter has
A fi UIUI I TH
E. V. Gallegos, of Santa Rosa,
gone to work on the
U.
ft
to make final proof regardless
W. T. Shover wan a Cuervo
was in town tbe first of the week.
STAPH- - & FANCY
FOR
of wht re testimony is heard R. R. "Cheer up there kiddo!"
K. D. Jones, of the Big Jo
or where notice is published.
Perhaps we will have more news He Has sold big business at New visitor Wednesday.
GROCERIES ' '
Lumber
Company has sold lots of
Information given' my patron
Walter Searight and S. J. Hoseit
next week.
kirk to E, F. Curry, who is doing
lumber since tbe demosrats swept
free and cheerfully.
mmm
m
km k
O. U. Kid.
of Hooker Okla., was here Wedbusiness at the old stand.
Republican Building
the
N-country at the November
3fo7"va' '
OR J. C. W00DrURN
T. C. Harbin of Montoya spent nesday night and went out with
election and the price was reduced
HACKBERRY
Mr, Curtis to look at the country.
Sunday at Newkirk.
dollars on the thousand.
fifteen
'
Mrs. J. L. Jones, ol St, Joe,
Tbe
Abbot Valley
Mr. J. C. Domicker and T. L.
Sunday
He sold a good sized bill list
BUTTER SEE
Sohool decided to havs their Mo., who has been visiting her Cranir of Oklahoma City were in
Phone No.
a man named
Tuasday to
Christmas tree at night on Christ- parents-- ; Mr. and Mrs. Runny, Thursday,
At the Drugstore
Urn iwJm
Quahanan,
mas Ev"e,
went to Tucumcari last week to Mr. Barker of near Haile was in
Will Practice In CwtrO and Sur- - e
WeQneSdy
uurc.r.gcoustry.
Rev.. H. Messer delivered visit relatives at that place. She Thursday and went to Tucumcar 1 Jones and Hicks shipped six
Anywhere In Town.
12-TH,

!

Big Jo Lumber Co.
THE

Cuervo Drug Store

See B. F. LANDERS

77.

n

nm

ht

mill IN
'

"""

for
Physician and
Surgeon fresh, pure cream
9.

J.

ffffflfftr

f. STONE M. D.

GRADUATE TENNESSEE

medical college

Physician Md Surgeon.
V, . , Ear, None and throat
m a Ptoialty
Office At Hotel Oklahoma

N. M.,

Cuervo,

Tucumcan Hospital
wprinte

i

J. 5, TllOlMSOn,
in

M. D.

9urg0

.

eft.rg.
TUCUMCARI, 3ff.

M- -

the will return to Newkirk to spend Friday
evening and returned cars of beeef cattle
Mr. A. A. Jones,
The Xmas before returning to her Saturday morning.
will be held at bume at St. foe.
Mr. Fred Lyle was tn Saturday this week stated to
that the business
Mrs Barba Conard
went to from Haile.

at
two fine sermonaSaturday
Mt.
conference at
Ziou,
:,

RAILROAD TIME

next conference
No 33 westbound 9:30 A.M Abbot Valley.
Keeter cams
Mr.
in from
Fastbouub 5:47 P.M A social entertainment was given Tucumcari Tuesday. '
Mrs- of
Mr.
and
the
residence
at
Texas,
Saturday.
A Mr, and Mrs.
tt
Dosier, of Amarillo,
t
Mr. June Gragg and Mr. Mc -The foliowing pergoni were Frank Huff Saturday evening Tucumcari, came up Sunday and
registered at the Rock Island Quite a number of tkei r friendt took Townsmen P. 8. Dosier, who Cury were in 8aturday.
Mr, Autry returned from Santa
Hotel this week; Mr. and Mrs. were present and report a fine is suffering with partial paralysis
'
"
A. A. Jonesof Las Vegas. Mr. and time. ''
Rosa
Saturday
. limbs,
"'..
of
back to
Nael. Hodges, and
H.
Mr8i
Messers
1. Avants
Santa
of
Hxk8
and
Roark
Mead
KoM)
A,
Tucumcari to be near a physicion
j,
i
ot Butxon were in Cuervo
Anton Borght at Los Angles, Cal, found a turning plow, grindstone Mrs- - H. H. Rusby has been on
Rev. Messer of Albuquerque, Jim and some other articles out on tbe the sick list this week.
Sunday night.
Bill
DownLanders
Ulca
Mr, Wotcot was ia Moaday.
near
Creek
last
Alamo
Kinego,
prairie
Rounder,
"
mgr, Jim Irvin.

CARD

the-lewe-

r

Mc-Ne-

1
it-- -

going to
Ben Burns has bought a quarter
school at the Perking school house
section of land a mile north of
Mr, Nora Hyde and Fred Lylej
town.
were in Cuorvo Saturday.
Mr. Prince was at A. MontA. Montgomery .is drilling a
well fqr Tom Lewis tf 0 miles
gomery's Saturday.
Mr. Tom Gragg and Aden Keeter south of .town.
came in from Roswell Sunday
Dr. Woodburn made a trip up
evening,
to see a sick cblid, it was
nortn
Mrs. 0 Reed and hods and Miss,
about
35 miles north of Cuervo.
Ora Crawford were in Cuervo

Paskel

THE

the

at Martin Lyles Thursday.
Mr. Earl Gray has gone to

fi'AVE JffE

Squrrvls gather nuts in the Fall when tbere ARE nuts, and
You must make
away and save them for the Winterput tht-make your money when you are M KlNC MONEY and have
money. A Winter may come to you soouer than you think.
Your money will grow in our bank, too,
We will pay you 4 percent interest on the money you deposit
in our bank and compound the interest every six months,

is running

last Monday.
while in tow

our reporter
men of

Ls

Fegas were opposed to the adoption of the constitution and L'ut h
would vote atfainst it. " """
In regard to his irrigation
scheme he said he was spending
about $800 a month on having tbe
surveying done and he thought his
chances were good to get water
His
necessary to irrigate with,
'
land corners at Cuervo,

CUHRVO CLIPPER

(3.50

RECIPE CURES

NEV7 ERA IN FINANCE

SYSTEM FULL OF URIC ACID

LITTLE MEW MEXICO ITEMS.

THE

Minor Occurancea of More Than Ordinary Interest.
Two years ago I was very sick and after
The new Magdalena opera house has
'
NEW MEXICO
AND
by several of the best physi- been formally opened to the public.
CUERVO,
PUBLICITY being treated
RELIEVES URINARY AND KIDNEY ACCURACY
cian! in Clinton, I did not seem to get
STRAINA
TO
BE
PROVES
POPULAR
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
TROUBLES, BACKACHE,
sny better. I wrs confined to my bed.
MOTTO.
ING, SWELLING, ETC.
Eeeing your Swamp-Roo- t
sdvertised, I re- has put to work a clerical force of six
solved to give it a trial. After uiing it
The Pecos Valley Teachers' Associafor three weeks, I found I waa gaining tion will meet in Clovls next ThanksIn the Bladder, Kidneys
Psln
stops
so I continued until I have taken a
Prompt Response to Bold Move of nicely,
giving.
and Bsck.
President Vail. "Acourscy" Reduc- number of bottles. I am now restored te
Arteala makes a bid for tho new
health and have continued my labors. My
ed Western Union's 8urplus
system was full of Urio acid, but Dr. Kil Normal school because it has no sa
Wouldn't It be nice within a week or so
"Publicity" Restored Con- mer's Swamp-Roo- t
cured ma. entirely. I loons.
to begin to say goodbye forever to the
fidence and Its 8tock Went Up.
am sixty years old.
dribbling, straining, or too
icsldlni,
The contract for the cement and
GRAND
VALLEY MAN 8HOOT8
and
Yours
forehead
very truly.
passage of urine; the
brick
work on the new school housu
stitches
the
W. C. COOK,
Ars the great financiers of the
aches;
the
WOMAN AND KILLS
,
In Deming has been let.
Clinton, la.
sod pains In ths back; the growing mus-- 1 country beginning to see a new light? Bute of Iowa
)
The plans for the incorporation of a
weakness; epots before the eyes; yel8ELF.
Time was, until recently in fact, when Clinton County J
low skin; sluggish bowels; swollen eyeOn this 13th day of July. A. D., 19011, large Polish sanitarium for Roy, Mora
men at the head of the big corthe
unnatural
lids or tnklei; leg crampa;
their business to W. C. Cook to me personally known ap- county, are almost complete.
ihort breath; sleeplessness and tba ds- - porations "kept
as far as the law would peared before me and in my presence subThe School of American Archaeol- themselves,"
scribed and swore to the above and foreIn which copies of the constitution
MAN
YEARS OLD ipondencyT
I have a recipe for those troubles that allow. Capable men at the bead of the going statement.
will be mailed to the citizens of the
DALE H. SHEPPARD,
fou can depend on, and If you want to big concerns, long realized the weak
commonwealth.
Diaka a QUICK RECOVERY, you ought ness of their position, but what was
Public,
Notary
to write and gat a copy of It. Many a needed obviously, aa In all
re
In and for CUntoa County.
The poultrymen of New Mexico have
HAS WIFE AND DAUGHTER LIV- Joclor would charge you 13.60 just for forms, was an unmistakable great
occasion
an organization to be knowu
formed
but I have it and a courageous man. The occasion
BnllbursCe.
Writing this prescription,
as
Mexico Poultry and Pet
New
ING IN COLORADO
the
. T.
Slifteatea,
entireto
you
and will be glad to send It
arose In the purchase of the Western
Stock Association.
Prove What Swamp-Roly free. Juat drop me a line like thlat
Per
Win
Do
Yon
TOWN.
Union Telegraph
company by the
Luck Building,
Dr A. E. Robinson,
Send to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-toThe general store and tailor shoo
American Telephone and Telegraph
N. Y., for a sample bottle. It will of (X N. Thompson, in Vaughn, conDetroit, Mich., and I will send It by return mall In a plain envelope. As you will company, and the man appeared m convince anyone. You will alio receive
taining about $4,000 worth of Btock,
San Francisco. Stopping (he ele- - lee when you get It, this recipe contains Theodora N. Vail, President of the
booklet of valuable information, telling was
entirely destroyed by fire.
all about the kidneya and bladder. When
votor midway between two floori of inly pure, harmless remedlea, but It has purchasing corporation.
A
motion has been filed In the Dis
power.
and
be
and
It
was
this
sure
last
mention
healing
December
when
paper.
the hotel wblch they conducted as great
public writing,
Yours for uni
s
trlct Court at Roswell, asking for a
It will quickly show Its power once you announcement was made that the For sale at all drug stores. Price
partners, James Whitley fired four oae
formity.
so I think you had better set what Gould
who
In
new
and
the
case,
Harris
It,
Bat
trial
holdings of Western Union had
bullets Into the body of Mrs. Julia It Is without delay. I will send you a
Yours for great
of
Clabe
murder
Tor
was
convicted
been taken over by the Telephone
Hartley and then cut his own throat eopy free you can use It and cur yourest leavening
in' the second degree.
Admitted.
Merchant,
company.
a
filled
Immersed
himself
and
la.
self at borne.
s
cou
of govern
a
"Women
well
do
the
On
lot
R.
J.
account
of
already
In
esteem
Stanley,
high
the
bathtub. Both will die.
Yours for never
which the management of the teleing," said Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont, the tractor, has moved a well rig on tha
In Perplexity.
Whitley was a prominent citizen of
results.
failing
of
south
N.
J.
Ros,
farm
of
an
In
brilliant
inter
Winchell,
leader,
Is
la
It
so
suffrage
"Michael Dolan, an'
yourself?" phone company
generally held,
the Grand valley, Colo., where he still
well
for purity..
will
an
Yours
In
and
artesian
view
are
If
York.
New
well,
"Men,
they
dig
great things were predicted as a re
"Yes; sure It Is."
owns a large orchard. He was a depthere.
observant
and
admit
that
sult
of
the
frank,
bletherln
of
thot
Western
know
for
Yours
spal
ye
"Well,
absorption
economy.
at
one
of
Mesa
county
uty sheriff
An editor about to marry was
The football team of the New Mexl
peen, Widdy Caatlgan's second hus Union: By the press of the country
time.
for every
Tours
the "deal" was most favorably com asked by a friend:
co Military Institute, after an
Ills wife and daughter In Grand band?"
thing that goes to
"What prompted you, old man, to fight of many years, is at last recob- mented on, It being widely pointed
"That I do.
make np a strictly
Junction bave been In regular corto
out
Miss
Dash?"
under
that
bob
to
I
a
direction
of
me
a
propose
the
bet
such
nized as the undisputed champion o'
"He
pint
high grade, erer- respondence with him. He was about
"The editor, who was, like all edl New Mexico for the year 1910;
an egg without break-I- men as Theodore N. Vail and his asbaking
couldn't
dspeadable
swally
old.
sixty years
powder.
sociates, the telegraph company was tors, extremely observant and ex
the shell ov It."
Is
S. Woodruff, formerly the on
Mrs. Hartley, who Is thirty-five- ,
Klrby
bound soon to work Itself into a po tremely frank, answered:
That la Calumet. Try
"An' ye did It t"
the divorced wife of Benjamin S.
" Well, to tell you the truth, I think ly Republican sheriff Chaves county
sition where It could offer the public
it once and note the Im"I did."
ever had, died at San Antonio, Texas
Hartley, a wealthy grocer of Oakland,
far more efficient service than It had Miss Dash prompted ma more than
provement ia your bak
"Then phwafa ailin' yer
of Brlght's disease and complication?
Ehortly after her divorce she met
ing. See how much more
doon there," laying his hand ever before been able to offer.
anybody else.' "
It's
r
forty-fouThe
economical
over the
aged
years.
Whitley here.
police Bay Whitley on
But a very few months bad elapsed
of his waistcoat. "If
lower
trust brands, how
bad deserted a wife and daughter tn I the about part
The New Mexico Military Institute
break it and cut me when It became apparent to the new
Discouraging.
I'll
Jump
much
than the cheap
better
Grand Junction, Colo., Just before be
"George," said her husband's wife, football team is now the undisputed
n
stomach wld the shell, an' If I kape management that a modern and
aad
kinds.
met Mrs. Hartley. From this city the
de
of
New Mexico, having
It'll batch and I'll bave a Sbangappraisal of the company's "I don't believe you have smoked one champion
Calnmet Is highest in quality
two went to Suit Lake, returning with
assets would make possible a far of those cigars I gave you on your feated the University, the School of
bal rooster scratchln' me inside."
moderate ia cost
a stable full of racehorses. Returning
Mines, and the Agricultural College.
greater degree of efficiency of oper birthday."
bere last August they purchased the
ation.
Ibcetvod
his
"That's
to
my
said
NOW.
dear," replied
them
Highest Award
"Here," they
DO IT
right,
To file upon desert land In New
botel In which the shooting took
World's Purs Food
selves, "we've bought control of this wife's husband. "I'm going to keep Mexico with the Intention of Immedi
Exposition.
place, and conducted It under the firm
If you have the slightest symptom property and we know it's Immensely them until our WllUe wants to learn ately assigning it to other parties, U
Lame of Whitley & Webb, Mrs. Bart-le- of
to
smoke."
we
but
know
don't
valuable,
Doan's
o;
lust
Welborn
held
be
fraud
to
using
trouble,
begin
kidney
by Judge
bavins; resumed ber maiden name. Kldnev Pills at once. Delay may lead bow valuable.
These appraisals of
the United States District Court.
INNOCENT ON ONE COUNT.
The police say Mrs. Hartley was out
wal
estate
and
securities
were
owned
fatal
$100 Reward, $100.
to dropsy, diabetes, or
Brlght's
Word was received In Santa Fe that
me
today and Whitley awaited her return
we
lon
nave
Kidof
will
ago.
tears
"""
be pleases te
disease. Doan's
ii
(his paper
naraat leaat
listhere
the postoffice at Bluewater, Valencia
tn the elevator after relieving the opeat dreaded imii tut eclenoe
k
complete Inventory made of every Skat
ney Pills began cur- at been, able to sure In all Ita ausea. and that a county, wsb robbed of $296. The al
erator. Without noticing that her partcan
at
tnln8
we
tbe only poaitlve
announce the Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
got
lng sick kidneys 75
now anown to me meuioai rmwrniiy.
juutb leged thief was taken off a Santa Fe
ner was operating It, Mrs. Hartley enact t0
Public, start a new set of Sure
being a conetltutlonal dleeaaa, requlrea a constituThey
ago.
years
train and lodged in jail at Albuquer
In
was
Cure
treatment.
Catarrh
booksHall'a
which
tional
brought
tered the elevator,
anl begin our responsibility ternally, acting directly upon tbe blood Sandtaken
been curing kid- bave
mueoua que.
to a stop between the first and secsurfaces o( the eyatem. thereby destroying the
ever w siocicnoiciers ngnt there."
nev
trouble
inundation 01 tne oueua, ana imni toe pauene
The homes of nearly 2,000 peopl
How Inventory Wss Taken
ond floors.
since.
strength by building up the oonstltutton and aailit-la,
nature In doing Its work. The proprietors have will be Inundated when the water I
most
Tbe
accountants
and
Telling her to kiss him
expert
Mrs. William Mcno mueh faith In Ita euratlva powers that tbeiy oflef
to be bad were put at tho One Hundred Dollars for any oaae that It laila ts finally turned Into the big Elephant
Whitley drew a revllver, and on her
Gregor, 711 Lilletb. appraisers
Sand for Hat of tntlmonlale
task. Their labors lasted over eight aura.
Butte reservoir, and six villages whose
refusal to comply tired five, times,
erinf
Address f. J. CHENEY a CO.. Toledo, a
Ore.,
Pendleton,
St,,
M
matt
Sold by all Druesute, 79.
months.
Their
and
Its
three bullets striking her In the abdoreport
history runs back 200 and 300 years
publi
Ufa
"All
ami
V
my
says:
I Ball's family Flue lor eonsUpatlos,
cation
will be obliterated.
the
an
men and the fourth lodging In ber
marks
by
company
ep
trou
my kidneys had
och in finance.
chest. The fifth Bhot went wild.
Not only must the money of the peo
me. I bloated terribly, could not
THEIR FATE.
bled
It began by recommending an ad
Leaving the elevator, Whllloy sent control the kidney secretions and suf
be safe guarded but It must yield
ple
between
It with its bleeding burdnu to the fered Intense backache. Finally I be- Justment of the difference
Interest, which interest must be used
the
book
to
Mrs.
and
values
a
rushed
appraised
vy
top of the shaft and
for the benefit of the people as is
gan using Doan's Kidney rills and charge of $5,695,089
against sur
Hartley's room, where he cut his was cured completely.
I had previ
provided by Article 8, Section 10 of
.
plus. Book values of securities held
Hotel emthroat with a
the constitution of New Mexico.
doctored without relief."
ously
were reduced to market values, bad
Mrs. Farmer Say, did you say yon
ployes and a patrolman forced open
Remember the name Doan's.
The Elephant Butte dam will not fasn't goln' to do no work for dat
and doubtful accounts were "chargthe door of Mrs. Hartley's room and
dealers. 60 cents a ed off," an allowance of 12.000.000
sale
all
For
of
by
waters
only supply the life giving
Inner?
lound Whitley trying to drown him- box.
Co., Buffalo, N, T. was made for
the Rio Grande to the chain of val
Boston Billings Ah! ma'am, I as"depreciation," another
self In a bathtub.
of (500,000 for "reserve," and so on,
leys along Its course, but it will also sure you the double negative Is a
Modernized.
Ancient City
until the old surplus of (18,867,000
supply power for operating machinery, solecism I've never been guilty of.
Tarsus, the ancient city In Asia
for lighting and .transportation In
came down to $5,136,000.
Msny Hurt In Riot.
where the apostle Paul was born,
these valleys.
It required courage, the publication
Toronto. Ont.- -A riot, remarkable for
Benny on Benevolence.
Is now Illuminated by electricity. The of this statement to
Benevolence Is a great thing. When
Its spontaneity and for Its fierceness
stockholders, sayFred Muller, receiver of the Santa
river.
is
from
the
taken
power
Cydnus
"Ths property of
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A TRUE STORY
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SECRET SERVICE
By COL. H. C. WHITLEY, Former Chief U. S. Secret Service

A RIPE DREAM
6

sure. The case was now more of a
poser than ever. What on earth was
the Kentucky colonel up toT Was he
trying to do the government out of the
$5,000 tn gold, a feat that would appear Impossible to a man of sense T
Or vas be trying to play a Joke on
the detectives?
The affair had now narrowed down
to a pretty close margin, but the denouement was not yet. Just how It
was to end was a mystery.
On the
next morning while I was waiting in
the solicitor's room at the Fifth Avenue
hotel for King to show up according
to promise, who should bolt into the
room but L. J. Flllston, King's lawyer.
He was quite out of breath and much
excited.
"There's hell to pay. They are trying to kill King! Here," said he,
"look at these!"
He handed me a handful of cards
with death's heads and cross bones,
words of warning and threats of death
to a traitor marked upon them.
said the lawyer, "were
"These,"
thrust under King's door during the
night and he Is pretty nearly scared
to death."
I still had the card in my pocket
sent up by King on the occasion of
his first visit to the solicitor's room.
I pulled It out and compared the writing with that upon the threatening
cards. It was plain that all bad been
written by the same hand. "I will
give King government protection at
once," I Informed the lawyer. Calling
a couple of officers that I had stationed near, I started with them and
the lawyer to the Metropolitan hotel.
Upon ascending to the third story
and reaching Colonel King's door, we
found It locked. After some hesita
tlon and parleying King opened it and
sprang back and took his seat on the
Bide of the bed, where be sat bolt up- -

for over! FillBton of Greenupberg, Ky., bad re- low conspirators for a purchase of
and $10,000 of the spurious greenbacks
following cently arrived in Washington
civil war visited the secretary of the treasury which were to be paid for In gold coin
The
an era ol for the purpose of calling his atten- furnished by the government.
counter? eiting un- tion to the revelation previously re- persons appearing to deliver the bogus
stuff were to be arrested and finally
paralleled In the his- ported by General Bristow.
While Secretary Richardson was not the conspirators were all to fall into
tory of our country.
The colossal crimes very much upset by King's Btory, he the hands of the government detecperpetrated and the thought it was a case that ought to be tives. After this arrangement was
made and King had taken his dereckless plunging of Investigated.
Consequently Mr.
the solicitor of the treasury, was parture from the hotel.
The next
In
those
criminals
days of demoralization appear quite called into the conference and it was morning at the appointed hour King
I suggested
put in an appearance.
Impossible at this time. A large per- determined to take the trio of
to New York City, where the in a friendly way that he might
centage of the bonds and currency issued and put afloat by the government work necessary for unraveling the as well take a carriage when he
plot, was expected to take place. This went out to meet the conspirators.
were counterfeits.
I
city was then, as now, the headquar- This seemed to please him.
Even the United States
at New York accepted nearly a hun- ters for frenzied finance. King, his called a porter and Instructed him
secure a carriage for the colcounter-fel- t lawyer and Colonel Hoagland, for the to
dred thousand dollars of
bonds from Jay Cook & Company purpose of better maintaining secrecy, onel.
King left with a promise to
that could not, from their appearance, separated from the company of the return and meet me at four o'clock in
be distinguished from the genuine. solicitor and quartered themselves at the afternoon at the solicitor's room.
After holding the bonds for some the Metropolitan hotel. It had been I had previously arranged the cartime they were discovered to be dupli previously arranged that King should riage business and King entered a
cates of others that were in the treas- come to meet me at the Fifth Avenue hack and was driven away by a trusty
ury. The bonds were turned back to hotel. At the appointed time he sent government detective. After the drive
Jay Cook & Co., who were compelled up his card, upon which was written King came to meet me as agreed and
"Col. Houston King, Elliot county, Ky." was now laboring under considerable
to suffer the loss.
He declared
that he
The discovery of this spurious issue I put the card in my pocket and told excitement.
of bonds and many finely executed
counterfeit green backs gave rise to
the rumor that the plates upon which
the genuine Issues were printed had,
through the connivance of certain
'
government officials, been stolen out
of the printing bureau at Washington.
This story, heralded throughout the
country, caused a ripple of excitement
and was made use of by the counterfeiters and sawdust swindlers for the
purpose of increasing their illicit traffic. Many people really believed that
genuine plates for printing govern
ment money were in the hands of
counterfeiters and sawdust swindlers.
Many of these were referred to me.
Through the medium of the newspapers I frequently explained that the
fellows issuing the circulars were
swindlers, but that they were not engaged in handling counterfeit money.
Almost every day there was brought
to my attention the news of some new
plot concocted for the purpose of robbing the government. One of the many
remarkable exposures of prodigious
plots for undermining our nation's
credit came to the front from Louisville, Ky. It was an affair of great
seeming importance brought to the
attention of President Grant by no
less a personage than General Benj,
H. Brlstow, who was at that time
United States attorney for the district
of Kentucky.
General Bristow was a man with a
large head In which there was room
for a gTeat mind; but in this case, as
In many others, he seemed to lack
penetration and the deep reasoning
faculty necessary for solving mysteries of magnitude.
General Bristow
had been approached in his office at Louisville by
a tall,
Kentucklan, who introduced himself as Colonel Houston
King, clerk of the circuit court of Elliott county, Ky. King made the most
astounding revelations concerning the
existence of a plot that was expected
to ruin the credit of the government
and force repudiation and general
The design of the conbankruptcy.
spirators was to flood the country
with, counterfeit greenbacks and national bank notes. Colonel King was
taken before Judge Blackburn, to
whom he made an affidavit setting
forth In detail the particulars of the
plot and giving the names of some of
the leaders. Among them was the
name of Frank P. Blair, a noted politician. Having subscribed in a lawful manner to the astounding statement made, King was permitted to go
at large, but was under the surveillance of Col. Alexander Hoagland,
then a special agent of the revenue
bureau and afterwards known as "The
Newsboys' Friend." General Bristow the
to show the gentleman up. feared the conspirators had somehow
forwarded to the president documents As porter
Kentucklan strode into the discovered that he had sold out to the
the
setting forth In full all the circum- room with a soldierly step and bear- government. He
thought he was tastances attending and surrounding the
ing he faced about and saluted me In king a great risk, but said ho was not
inception of the plot and the progress a
military fashion. He seated himself going to weaken. He said he had met
It bad made up to that time as related
with an air of dignified importance five of the men he wanted to see and
to him by Colonel King. These docu- and looked as
though he thought him- had planned a deal for $10,000 of the
ments were turned over to me and I self In the
of a man of con- bogus stuff. Matters began to look a
presence
was Instructed to read everything set
sequence. As he unfolded his won- little serious at this time, as it was
forth carefully. The conclusion that I derful tale he went
ballooning way up necessary for me, In order to carry
came to and so reported was that the into the
murky sky of finance. There out the arrangements with King, to
man who gave this Information was was
nothing small about his talk. He furnish $5,000 in gold coin on the folseeking notoriety or making an effort spoke of millions as though
they were lowing morning tn order that the deal
to induce the government to pay him but trifles and of a
colossal scheme might come off as planned by King. I
a sum of money. It was quite impos- that was a stunner In a financial
way. told him I would furnish the $5,000,
sible for me to give credence to the
"What amount do you expect the but that on account of the short nounreasonable
confession made by
government to pay you?" I Inquired. tice I would be compelled to borrow It
Colonel King. I. did not, therefore, He said he did not want
to be unrea- temporarily
from the
grasp the case as one affording me an sonable and the payment of a million The
bag of coin, I told him, would be
for
a
opportunity
making
reputation. dollars would be satisfactory to him. under the government seal and It
While somewhat anxious about the af- Now came
my turn to assume an air would be unnecessary to break It
fair, the president and secretary of of importance. With a voice and face
as we expected to
tht treasury were, after receiving my that betokened sincerity, I assured open, especially
It back at the moment when
report, quite willing to await further blm that the amount asked was less capture
we arrested the counterfeiters bringSome months later, than I had
developments.
expected and quite little ing their bogus stuff. When I saw
when Mr. Boutwell had resigned the
enough for the risk he was taking, and the detective who had been
secretaryship aed William A. Richard- that I would have no hesitation In hack driver,' I learned that King's
as be
son had been appointed to take his
the payment of the started
recommending
from the hotel King
place, I one day received a telegram sum demanded. I suppose he thought stuck hisaway
head out and told him to
from the solicitor of the treasury re- my promised recommendation
equivadrive up to
Bridge. From this
questing me to meet him at the Fifth lent to a million in his hands, as he point he wasHigh
driven to many other
Avenue hotel. New York city. In
well satis- public places.
expressed himself as
His only purpose
obedience to his request I met the fied. It was agreed being
that he should seemed to he to get a look at the
solicitor at the appointed time and again come to the solicitor's room at
sightly places about the city.
place.
the Fifth Avenue hotel at nine o'clock the trip King had only got out During
of the
I was now Informed that Col. Hous- on the following morning and that he
carriage once, and only lor the purton King, accompanied by Alexander was to go out Into the
city and make pose of taking a drink. He had
Hoagland and a lawyer named L. J. arrangements with certain of Ms fel- - to no one; of this the detectivespoken
was
and
ten years
our great
there was
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Persons with delicate skin some
times are so unfortunately affected by
cap In cold weather that to try to get
clean with it is to harm the flesh. Al
most every one knows that cold Is
drying to the skin; that, for example,
Is one reason that finger tips, which
may be all right through the summer,
sometimes crack painfully; cold has
dried out the natural lubricating oils.
Even when the drying process does
not go to this extent the skin will become roughened by it, and when this
happens dust settles under In a way
which makes eradication Impossible.
One woman, whose skin Is like pa
per in its delicacy, counteracts the ef
fect of soap by always rubbing her
hands with grease before she washes
them. Either vaseline or cold cream
serves the purpose, and the fingers
and backs are well covered with it.
Then washing is done with a bland
soap and warm water, drying with
great care follows, and the skin stays
smooth and white.
It Is impossible to lay down a rule
as to the use of soap. Its effects Is In
fluenced entirely by the natural con
dttlon of the skin on which it is put.
and what may suit one person perfect
ly may be too greasy or too drying for
another. Contrary to a general belief.
castlle soap disagrees with many per
sons. It is extremely drying to the
average adult's skin, and though It
suits babies admirably, it ceases to
agree as they grow older. Palm oil Is
one of the simplest, looking not unlike
castlle. Its effect is sometimes highly
desirable with persons to whom castlle
is positively injurious.
Various washing powders,
soap substitutes, are good, but so elab
orate to make that few care to go to
the trouble of making them. As a rule
their basis is ground almonds, and un
less one has all the utensils with
which to work It becomes absolutely
impractical to prepare the powder
properly.
Nevertheless, one that has stood
high in favor slpce before the time of
our grandmothers Is made from eight
A
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WORK
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IN FASHION.

Example of the New Greek Coiffure.
The Newest In Muffs.
The enormous muffs which still prevail It large at all then they must be
simply stupendous, exactly Ilka a fur
rug folded look very well In wolf
skins, provided that extremely handsome kind is used which bears a likeness In color to silver fox. So, again,
In the now seldom seen Isabella bear,
they are effective. The very dark gray
squirrel with a brownish stripe In the
back makes a lovely wide stole aud
rich muff hemmed with dark mink for
those who like a combination of furs,
and so does beaver made up very supple and limp; but this looks best by
itself.
Shirtwaist Slteves.
Dresses and shirtwaists always become soiled and worn out on the
sleeves faster than anywhere else;
moreover, separate black sleeves soli
almost Immediately any white waist
they are worn with, A good idea is to
make with each blouse a pair of extra
sleeves, reaching a little above the elbows and fashioned of the seme fabrlo
and cut as the sleeves underneath.
Fasten these with the band of bat rub-
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SECRET OF

GOOD

Carefully to Plan Details and Make
I
Quests Feel Welcome and
Comfortable.

This bag may be made of any size,
so that it may be used for small
pleceB of fancy work or to hold several pairs of stockings that are wnit-lnto be mended.
For the foundation, a Square cardboard box is used; the Inside and out
of the square bottom must both be
covered with the material that is to
be selected for the bag; It may be
fixed In position by a little seocotlne.
The bag must be made Just the
size of the box and about twice as

The secret of the successful hostess
is to make her guests feel welcome
and as comfortable as possible, and to
carefully plan out and arrange every
detail before the actual day; then
should things go wrong It will be by
the merest accident
If she is giving an Informal tea and
the callers are not likely to exceed
twelve the tea should be served In the
drawing room, pouring It out herself
and intrusting the delivery of the cups
and small cakes to a girl friend or gentleman visitor, should the husband not

Work

j

be

present.

It the number Increases beyond this
It is better to serve tea In the dinlnr
room. In any case the best available
china should be used, spotless napery
and glistening stiver.
and
embroidered dollies should be placed
on the plates which hold the cakes and
dainty sandwiches.
We are told the Ideal hostess le
born, not made, but even If the little
fairy forgot the gift of hospitality at
our birth it would jeem the duty of
every woman to cultivate this art.
Ws are also told that "practise
makes perfect," and after a little practise, it her endeavors are earnest, a
woman will gain that envied reputation of being a "good hostess."
Lace-edge-

rt?rNG

tohll atuc

right with hra hands clinched around
the back of his neck and his eyes
rolled up and staring at the celling
as though it were frescoed with
bloody daggers. Great drops of per
spiration were standing upon his fore
head. "I am gone up," he muttered,
"The devils are after me."
"What's this scar upon your bead,
colonel?" I Inquired.
"Oh, that's where a Yankee bullet
raked me," he said. '.'
"Look here, King, don't you know
you are crazy?" I aBked.
"Certainly I am, and one of the
most guilty men alive," he replied
"I must take you to a safe place,
Colonel King, so come along with us.'
We took him before United States
Commissioner Shields, where he made
an affidavit against himself for the
purpose of securing his entry into
Ludlow street jail for safe keeping.
sent for William A. Hammond, then a
noted professor of diseases of the
mind. He came; examined the colonel
and pronounced him a lunatic. It was
a lamentable affair, but nevertheless
a huge Joks upon Colonel Hoagland
and the lawyer, who had been all this
time gallivanting a crazy man about
the country. Colonel Hoagland was
no doubt In the affair for the sole pur
pose of rendering service to the gov
ernment, but Lawyer Flllston was un
questionably expecting a large share
of the million dollars.
(Copyright, 110. by W. O. ChapmeaJ

HOSTESS

Pieces of Fancy
or for Undarnsd
8tocklngs.

Is Handy for Small

raw-bone-

.

ounces each of Jordan almonds,,
blanched and ground, and wheat flour,,
two ouuces of powdered orris root,
of an ounce of oil of lemon'
MANY BADLY AFFECTED BY SOAP and one dram of oil of bitter almonds..
The mixture, after It has been careIN COLD WEATHER.
fully combined. Is kept in a tightly,
covered glass Jar.
To use, the hands are wet, and.
Drying Effect of Cold Causes Skin to about a teaspoonful of the powder isi
Crsck Painfully Washing Powput luto the palm, the hands being!
then well rubbed. It Is cleansing, na
ders That Are Cleansing, Softwell as softening and refining.
ening and Refining.

PROPER CARE OF SKIN

d

wing Chatelaine.
The lightest and most convenient of
sewing cases Is a chatelaine formed of
a long, narrow ribbon matching the
shade of the working dress and threaded through a chain of gilt or Ivory
rings. The ribbon Is finished with,
ribbon bows,
clusters of narrower
from which hang scissors, thimble, pla
and emery cushions, needle case,
piercer, loops of embroidery, silk, eto.
It Is a pretty gift from the embroiderer to the embroiderer. Think of it
rolls around
when Christmas
and
make It then of cheerful red ribbon,
with green-tinteIvory rings.

deep as the width of one side. Turn
down the top with a hem of one and
f
to two Inches; extra material must be allowed for the turning
of this hem; run the hem twice so as
to make a slide In which cord may be
threaded to draw up bag. Don't sew
up the bottom of the bag, but turn In
the edges and sew It to the Inside of
the sides of box, the stitches can be
taken through to the outside, as they
will be covered.
Now on the outside of box put a
band of embroidered canvas, fancy
Black Braid Popular.
Ilk or velvet; It must be cut a trifle
Never has the variety of black silk
wider than the depth of side and be
sewn tn position top and bottom. The braid for trimming been so great It
ends must be neatly Joined together. ranges In width from the narrowest
to a basket weave about six Inches in
Some
width, suitable for bodices.
To. Make Gloves Last.
To prolong the wear of cotton or kinds of fur are combined with the
silk gloves place a small piece of cot- braids tbat the effect Is much like a
ton wool In the tips of each finger heavy lace and a fringe effect Is also
and thumb. This will prevent the produced. Beautiful black silk twistnails from rubbing them Into holes so ed cord comes as large as half an Inch
In diameter and Is very effective.
000.
one-hal-
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LIGHTNING DESTROYS

NOVEL CATHEDRAL

GAT

NEW MEXICO
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liltlE MENTIONED

Savannah Tabby Sent to New
York for Treatment.
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The bishop of Uganda has appealed to the English people for
LONDON. for the
of the Cathedral
of Uganda, which was
truck by lightning recently and destroyed.
This remarkable building.
Bow a heap of ruins, could seat between 4,000 and 6,000 persons and was
a center of great spiritual activity, bslng surrounded by schools, theological hall, hospital and dispensary, Having been erected before the coming
,of the railway, It bad a tbatcbed root and could not be Insured.

WOMEN CRAVE TOYS
either Ilka an extremely simple toy
or a really 'brainy' amusement, such
for as making electrical
experiments, put
ting toy aeroplanes together, or scten
tlflo kite flying."

In order to amid this calamity, tht Children Show Preference
Pietldent has submitted to a number
Scientific Devices.
of senators a list. of the nine men he
Popular "silly" toys already selling
Is considering tor the Supreme Court.
Tbe list has been permitted to reach Youngsters Call for Aeroplanes, Kites well are "Baby Bumps," fitted with a
and a very
the press. It Is believed that the
and Models Where Electricity
live looking duck called a "Puddle-duck.- "
e
President is anxious not only to
.Supplies Power Reason
Each of these toys has been
tbe senators but Is desirous of
for Boom.
bought as a mascot by ladles and
sounding public sentiment.
taken out In motor cara.
In addition to .Justice Charles E.
An Interesting reason for the boom
London. Simple "Billy" toys are all
In simple animal toys was given by an
Hughes, who was put down as the the rage Just now.
The Teddy bear Is responsible for enthusiastic theater-goer- .
probable new chief Justice, the list
from which the President hopes to se- tht boom, and following him a host
"Plays like the 'Blue Bird,' 'Pinkie
of simple, unbreakable, woolly ani and the Fairies,' and 'Peter Pan,' In
lect two associate Justices follows:
Justice Francis J. Swayze of the mals, manikins and "babies" has which animals possessed of wonderful Intelligence are seen on tbe stage,
sprung upon the toy market.
Supreme Court of .New Jersey.
Cheap mechanical clockwork toys have a considerable influence over
Jospph K. Lamar .of Augusta, Oa.,
seem to children," he said.
former Justice of the Georgia (Supreme and things that "wlndup"
have temporarily lost favor with chil
"In the 'Blue Bird; animals such as
Court
the cat, dog, and horse are made to
Justlve Gordon iRussell of the Unit-M-i dren.
Boys up to twelve years of age, girls possess a soul. They reason and ar
8tates District Court of Texas.
'
have gue like human beings.
Justice William C. Hook of Leaven- of all ages, and even grown-up"Now the successful toy manufactur
worth, Kans., now a Judge of tbe taken a violent fancy to the cloth or
woollen toy which can be punched, er endeavors to put this live, soulful
Eighth United States Circuit.
of kicked, sat on or kissed without 111 ef- quality Into his goods
he makes the
Justice Willis
;Vandevauter
Cheyenne, also of the Eighth Circuit fects, either to the owner or to the cloth dog or rabbit as 'cute' and life
like as possible.
toy.
.v'
Court.
Inquiries made at the leading London
Justice John C. Pollock of Topeka,
it, is the soulful quality of these
toy shops show that during the com- toys if I may so express It which
Kans., United States District Judge.
Chief Justice John Bradley Wins-lo- ing winter season the simple toy will attracts. I have known ladles posibe the chief article sold.
tively rave over a fluffy little cloth
of the Supreme 'Court ot WisconAt one large Regent street estab dog, making It sit by them at dinner
sin.
of lishment one side of the shop is al- and talking to it for hours in 'baby'
Sutherland
Senator
George
ready stocked with "silly" toys, and In voice.
Utah.
W. D. Mcllugh, .an attorney, of a few days' time hundreds more will
arrive lions, elephants, bears, sheep,
Output of Alaskan Gold,
imaha, Neb,
dogs, rabbits, etc. costing anywhere
Seattle, Wash, More than 110,000,
pla-cat-

s

Btbt; Election Void.
Frankfort, Ky. Because the "drys"
of Powell county, Ky used the Bible
a an emblem on their ballots in a recent local .option
carried
the county,
election 'and
the State Court of Appeals declared
the election void. On each ballot was
tho picture of an open bonk with the
words "Holy Bible" under H. ThJ
"wets" for an emblem titwd the picture of a whisky bottle and a glass,
out of which protruded the bead of a
make.
"Drys" Us

turns

Union Quarters.
Fresno, Calif. A mob here turned
the headquarters of ?be Industrial
Workers of the World, severely beat
members of the organisation on tho
streets ana surrounded the comity Jail,
where other members are being held.
The demand was made that the Industrial Workers of tho World prisoner
be turned over to the mob, hut bo ef
fort was made to enter the jail.
Mot

Charlton Returns to Italy.
Washington, D. C Porter Charlton,
young American charged with killin
his bride, wbc was Mrs. Mary Scott
Castle, actress, 1 Italy and burying
ber body In a ehst In Lake Coroo, will
be returned to that country for trial
This is the decision of Secretary
Knox.
Retired Officer Suicides
Despondent because
Washington.
of ill health, Major General Wallace
F. Randolph, V. 8. A., retired, aged
69, former chief of the coast artillery
corps, committed suicide at his home
hero by shooting.

Notwithstanding that both
grandparents with grandchildren
their teens, F. J. Evans, aged
' wealthy farmer, and Mrs. Kllta

are
in
B, a
Cow-,'lc-

widow of
aged 50, a
Windsor, eloped to Greeley and were
married.

from 25 cents to $15 each,
"The simple toy la having an undoubted boom Just now," said the manager. "These toys are really Intended
for babies, but I have known ladles
to tall in love with them and buy them
for themselves.
"While tbe craze la certainly affecting tbe sales of cheap mechanical
toys, It has not hurt the
scientific toy trade.
"It seems that children nowadays
clock-wor-

k

PHEASANTS

PEST

IN

FIELD

Toothsome Birds Thrive Under Game
Law of Washington at Qrtst
Cost to Farmers.
Seattle, Wash. Pheasants are a
Blague In the Nlsqually river valley,
and farmers are up In arms, not
against the pheasants, but the members of the legislature who made the
closed season law,
The toothsome
birds have eaten up the potatoes and
much small grain and even attacked
the apples and other fruits.
It is reported from that section of
the State that theae
birds wing down upon the
farms In large flocks. They scratch
out the tubers and pick out eyes and
centers, leaving but a shell of the former potato. The loss caused by the
birds t large, and because of the
instinct of these
oriental birds they do not fear scarecrows, dogs or firing of explosives.
The farmers In their petition to have
an open season declared state that
they do not care to go gunning In
their corn and potato patches when a
dead pheasant means $50 fine and
court coats.
The population of tbe Nlsqually
river valley Is united on the petition
to have an open season of two months
declared, that hunters may have an
opportunity of thinning the pheasant
stock.
white-collare-

well-to-d-

World's Oat Crop,
Washington. The world crop of
oats Is nearly $.700,000,000 bushels an'
Sixty Miners Entombed.
nually, according to a bulletin Issued
Vancouver, B. C Sixty miners hare by tbe Department of Agriculture tobeen entombed in the Blue Bird col
day. The United States annual crop
Ilery at Frank, Alberta, as a result of tor 1108 190 was about 900,000,000
an explosion.
bushels.
Cyclone Sweeps Spain.
Cerebe, France. Advices received
here state that western Spain ha
been swept by a cyclone that rased
everything In Its path, aeveral small
vessels sank lo tbe harbor of Corunna
werv
and a number of persons
drowned.

Actress

Goes 20,000

Miles.

London. Vesta Victoria Is back la
England after a five months' tour In
the United States. . She baa traveled
10,000 miles, and on the way has purchased a fruit farm of 50 .acres near
Lot Angeles

New York. When the Savannah
steamship City of Montgomery
arrived here the other day from Savannah, Ga., she brought a most remarkable passenger to New York in
the shape of a valuable Persian cat
that has been credited In tbe dispatches from Savannah as being a
confirmed morphine fiend.
Tbe Persian cat is the property of a
druggist in Savannah named Rollin-sky- ,
a man prominent in the southern
city, and he sent his pet Persian to
New York for treatment by specialists
In the hope that the cat may be cured
of the morphine habit
Some months ago the cat sniffed at
some morphine, powdered, that was
being used In a prescription In Mr.
Rolllnsky's pharmacy. The animal
acted peculiarly after that, and was
constantly on the shelf on which the
brownUh bottle containing the drug
stood. Several times Mr. Rolllnsky
found the morphine bottle open with
the powder scattered about, and each
time the cat acted in the same manner
that a human being acts when under
the influence of the opiate.
The morphine-strickefeline was
taken on board tbe Savannah liner by
Mr. Heaton, the druggist's assistant,
and placed in a room on the City of
Montgomery. There were many persons on the pier at Savannah to see
the cat leave tor New York, for tab
by's fame had spread throughout the
southern city, and it was considered
very much of a local celebrity.
No provision bad been made for
morphine on board the the steamship,
and the cat, frenzied because of the
absence of the drug, made Its escape
from the cabin In which It had been
placed and leaped overboard Into the
Savannah river. There was a thrilling
rescue, and the Persian tabby was
placed again In the room that had
been reserved for it and for Mr. Hea
ton after much correspondence with
the Savannah line officials, and se
curely locked up.
It was placed under a small allow
ance of the drug, and this was con
firmed upon the arrival of the City
of
Montgomery, when the cat was
taken, In fairly good shape, to a cat
street
hospital in West
So well known Is tbe cat In Savannah that there was much opposition
to its being taken sway.
Mr. Heaton watched tenderly over
the
passenger and super- Intended the transfer to the cat hos
pital.
While Mr. Heaton would not com
mit himself without first having con
sulted the veterlnarlea, he said he
thought the treatment of the cat
would be about tbe same as that
given a human being under similar
circumstances. By degrees the allow
ance of morphine will be discontinued
and remedies administered that will
cause the unnatural craving for the
drug to disappear.
Line

tUBMITS DESIRABLE TIMBER FOR
CONSIDERATION OF THE
SENATORS.

President Taft 4s
Washington.
till worrying about his Supreme
Court appointments.
Tbe refusal of
Senator La Follette to go to tbe
'White House to consult with the
President about the matter hag not
ad.iled to the latter'i peace of mind.
It la known that the .President fear
Senate combination which will reject any appointments .he may make
and .force the question of filling the
Supreme Court vacancies Into the
next Congress and before a Senate
which will probably be controlled by
the Democrats and the Insurgent

--

Animal, Owned by Druggist, Contracts
Morphine Habit In Store and
8eka Bottle Where Opiate
Is Kept.

FOB HIGH COURT
f

THE ANNUAL PROBLEM

IS DRUG FIEND

worth of gold has been received
by the United States assay office here
since the first of the year, according
to a statement by the assayer, The
receipts from January 1 to November
8 from Alaska and
mines is given as 110,507,621.94., Of
this $9,309,109.75 came from Alaska,
$1,036,296.03 from British Columbia
and $97,021.75 from the Yukon terrl
lory. Other sources in Canada con
000

British-America-

tributed

(64,994.41.

CEMENT

n

but

London. Two neat little tiled cottages at Newlands Corner, near Guildford, stand tor a practical and successful effort to deal with one of the
of English
moBt pressing; questions
rural life the problem of cheap housing.
In building these comfortable, well
ordered dwellings for two of his
at a cost tor the two of
$1,600, St Loe Strachey, editor of the

Spectator, has Justified the faith which
he publicly expressed and which moved him to promote the Cheap Cottage
exhibition at Letchworth In 1905.
The argument which Mr. Strachey
then advanced and has now established Is this:
The agricultural laborer
cannot afford to pay more than $1.50 a
week house rent out of his wages. Any
Improvement tn his dwelling above
that standard must ordinarily be proThe obvious
vided by philanthropy.
way to cope with this situation is to
cheapen the cost ot construction.
This Mr. Strachey, In
with a local builder, has done, by using for the walls ot his cottage concrete blocks made In molds on the
spot. The ground floors ot the cottages have a scullery, a pantry and
large kitchen sitting room, from which
an open staircase leads picturesquely
to the upper story of three bedrooms.
As Mr. Strachey points out, this extraordinarily low cost of $1,600 for
pair of cottages 11,150 Is the figure
usually accepted has been reached
not only by tbe employment ot cheap
material but by rigid exclusion ot
showy and unnecessary ornament, by
dlpenslng with an architect and by
leaving only a small margin for builder's profit At the same time ha maintains that his fipertment has shown
that It would be possible for any country landlord to house his people at thai
.,

lllt.j
SPORT.

NEWS TO DATE

Paddy Lavtne of Buffalo and Buck
Crouse of Pittsbure siened article to
bout at Akron,
fight a twelve-rounIN
Uhio, on New Year's Eve.
Young Miller of St. Paul retainpd
the welterweight wrestling: chamnion- CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF ship of the world by defeating, in that
city, Eugene Tremblay, of Montreal.
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
The business men of Colorado
THE WORLD.
Springs showed their appreciation of
tne splendid record made the past
season by the Colorado Colleger TiDURING THE PAST WEEK gers and the high school Terrors. h
giving an elaborate banquet.
Yuslff Mahmout, the
Bulgarian
wrestler, through his manaeers in
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
Chicago, claimed the heavyweight
CONDENSED FOR BU8Y
wrestling champion- snip oi tne world, following the posiPEOPLE.
tive statement of Fmnk nntnh that
he had retired from the mat for s:ood
and never would wrestle again in pubWESTERN.
lic.

PARAGRAPHS

d

The population of Nevada is 81.875.
39,540, over 1900.
The population of Idaho Is 325,594,
an increase of 259,229, over 1900.
The population of Oregon is 672,765,
an incsrease of 259,229, over 1900.
The War Department will sell the
old Fort McKinney military reserva
tion near uuiraio, Wyo., containing
16,000 acres.
James Radley, the English aviator.
maae a flight in his Bleriot monoplane from Castroville to Del Monte.
Calif., sixteen miles, in twelve minutes,
or at the rate of eighty miles an hour.
Cesario Sanches and Rafael Barela
were hanged in the penitentiary
in
Florence, Ariz., for the murder
of
Gregorlo Conejo, an aged Mexican,
near Bellemont, September 27.
During the past year there were fit
e
fatal accidents in Montana
metallurgical mines, according to the
annual report of State Mine Inspector
William Walsh, submitted to Acting
Governor Allen.
While he was frolicking with other
uujb wuo wuiKeu witn mm m a
in New York, Louis Scheerer fell
Into a vat filled with a solution of
cyanide of potassium. He onened his
mouth to scream, swallowed some ot
the solution and died immediately,
The Seattle board of education put
Decreased Grape Croo.
Rome. According to the last offl an end to negotiations that have been
carried on between Chicago and
cial reports the vines in Italy w
Seattle promoters for a football game
tlve about n4.onnnnn
nnintoia
between the Oak Park
grapes this year, as against 98,000,000 Christmas
in 1909.
(Chicago) and the Lincoln (Seattle!
high school teams, by passing a rule
I
prohibiting the holding of such
contest.
Fifty-thir-

en increase of

d

four-foote- d

COTTAGES

Method for Construction of Cheap
' Substantial Homss for Working Classes.

(Copyright.

FOR

POOR

cost by employing the labor and
umierisj or nis estate. Further, Mr.)
oiracney asserts, the addition of inn
to the sale value of the
cottages would
turn tnem into a profitable venture
ur we commercial builder.
same

BELLS

ON

WOMEN'S HOSIERY

Tinkle as Brasses Bars Them
View, Psrtlculsrly In Vicinity
of Big Buildings.

to

New York. "Rmgs on Her Fingers
Her Toes" may become
literally true if progress continues In
women s nosiery. n Is almost true
now, as may be seen from some of
the latest sensational
designs from
Europe.
"Classy" misses and meadames In
the continental capitals are
actually
wearing, their hearts as well as tinklers on their hose. Fact! Some of
the latest stockings are set with miniatures, so designed that the wearer
may embellish them with photographs
ot those dear to them.
Many of the new styles are stockings that tinkle; they have bells on
them. Bells once were worn on garters, but now they are In a position to
be easily seen,
particularly In the vicinity ot the draughty flatlron building or Longacrs square.
Tbe bells may be arranged along
the sides ot the hose, or down the
front Bells also may be attached tn
the shoes, and some even have one
tiny tinkler undnr the high Instep.
This Is getting pTetty close to "Bells
on Her Toes."

and Bells on

rac-tor-

y

Twenty-fivnewsboys were arrested
In San Francisco upon complaint of
the city prosecutlna: attorney and
charged with having sold copies of
papers printed in San Francisco and
other cities Which contain racimr
forms. The publication of such forms
and racing odds and tips is contrary
to a city ordinance, the nenaltv nre
scribed being a fine of $500 or six
months imprisonment.
Fourteen Shoshone Indians are bud
posed to have been killed, and their
Domes, witn those of their horses
burled in two trenches in Elk county
Nevada, according to a communica
tion sent to the department of iiistic
by T, Hartley Lee. prosecutlns attor
ney for Cassia county, Idaho, who
seeks to have the department aid In
bringing the murderers, who are said
to oe .wnite norse thieves, to Justice,
e

WASHINGTON.
Washington. While it is not defi
Bitely .decided, it is nrobable that or.
lers will be issued shortly for ovorv
clerk In the various departments here
to put in half an hour more work

each

day.
A fashionable

wedding of Interest
to both naval and diplomatic circles
took place In Washington, when Miss
Eleanor Terry, daughter of Rear Ad
miral Terry, became the bride of
Lieutenant Fllippo Camperio, an of
ficers of the Italian navy.
The President appointed Fred W
Lehman ot St. Louis solicitor general
to succeed Lloyd W. Bowers.
Holding that the Circuit Court of
the United States for the Southern
District of New York had erred, the
United States Supreme Court at
Toe Msny Kisses, Seeks Divorce.
Minneapolis, Minn. Because her Washington reversed the lowor court
husband In kissing her used too much and held sufficient various counts of
charging F. Augustu
ardor, and because she objects to oscu- indictments
lation as a general proposition, Mrs. Heinze with the misapplication of
Amelia Schmidt Is suing; her husband funds ot the Mercantile National Bank
for divorce on the ground of cruel sad of New York City, ot which he was
Inhuman treatment
president Further proceedings must
now be taken In the lower courts.

Lew Powell, of California, aealn
demonstrated superiority over Young
utto of New York at the National
Sporting club in the latter citv. Otto
had the advantage in the early rounds,
out Lowell's ability to punch and his
gameness gave him a decided lead in
the latter rounds. Young Otto was
badly marked about the face.
FOREIGN.
The latest election results in Lnn.
don merely confirm
the onininn
formed that as the results of recent
contests the Unionists have now no
possible hope of replacing the Liberal
government in power.
As the result ot the extraordinary
agitation In recent months by Chinese
societies, in Pekln,
the imperial senate almost unanimously passed a resolution looking to the
extermination of the drug.
A balloon owned by the Interna
tional Ballooning Club of Munich,
which rose from that city and moved
first in the direction of Switzerland,
landed near Kirkwall, in the county
of Orkney, Scotland,
after a wild
flight across the North sea, during
which one of the three aeronauts,
Herr Metzger, lost his life.
anti-opiu-

GENERAL.

Tamer than for years, more than i

.

000 deer were killed, it Is PBtimntori
in Massachusetts, during the season.

At the age Of 108 yearn. Martha
Gammons has been declared to be
sane in the Howard county (Mo.) Circuit Court
Fifteen persons were seriously In
jured when a Missouri Pacific passen
ger tram was wrecked near Knob- noster, Mo.
Elbert H. Gary of New York, chair- man of the United States Steel Cor
poration authorized at denial of reports intimating that curtailment of
operations and the discharge of thou
sands of employes Is contemplated.
"There is no reason to look for the'
discharge of a number of men," be
said.
Mrs. Marv Baker niovnr Rririv tho
leader and founder of the Christian
Science church, is dead. "Natural
causes," explained the death according to Dr. George L. West, a district
medical examiner, who was summoned a few hours after Mrs. EAA
passed away. Later Dr. West added
mat tne more immediate cause probably yas pneumonia. Mra. Eddy was
born In Bow, N. H., July 16, 1821, and
was In her ninetieth year.
The population ot the United State
should be 91,193,490 is the rate ot in- crese shown by states on which complete returns have been received and
tabulated by the census offices Is
maintained.
Counting New Mexico
ano Arizona, for present purposes, as
states, the full returns of the enumeration have been tabulated for tt nn
of the 48 and the District of
Columbia,
They show a grand total of 6,355,17s
as against 55,299,636 for the same
area in 1900.

vAs.a result of the
dry
weather this fall, thereprotracted
Is an epidemic ot typhoid fever in a
virulent form
throughout northwest Missouri.
The United States Circuit Court for
the east district of Pennsylvania a.
cided that there Is no
general 'con
spiracy among the anthracite coal carrying roads or coal companies to restrain commerce, to monopolize the
trade, or to maintain cortain prices,
but it did decide that the
Temple Iron
Company is a combination' of anthracite coal carrying railroads
tion of the Sherman anti-tru-

In violalaw.- -

Xl

Getting Around It.
"Well, little girl," said the druggist,
"what can I do for youT"
"I want," said the juvenile customer, "two teeth brushes no, I
guess that Isn't right two tooth
brush no, that doesn't sound right.
, father you may give me just one
pooth brush."
"All right, little girl; what else?"
"Now I'll have another one just like
"Mbune.

a good tonic, but It only
sharpens the appetite for a square
meal and doesn't provide it.
Hope Is

Not Proved.
He was a

exile, and

Russo-Jewis- h

after being driven from city to pale
and then from pillar to post, he
in America. Shortly after his
arrival In the land of freedom he met
,

mission
one of those
aries who rejoice In the conversion of
the sons of Judah.
"My friend," remarked the clerical
"you
enthusiastically,
gentleman
eught to be very proud of being one
of the chosen people and this in
spite of your sufferings."
The exile thought a while, and then,
with a gleam of vindictive
intelli
gence, he murmured:
"Oh, I wish you fellows were the
chosen race for just two weeks."
large-hearte-

Sorry He Spoke.
Mr. Snapp What a spectacle that
Mrs. De Coltay was sitting there In
the box without a thing on her should'
ers.
Mrs. Snapp Nothing on her shbul
ders? Why, Johns Snapp, your eyes
weren't off them five minutes while
Boston
we were in the theater.
Transcript.
A

ness.

short memory serveth a good wit

IN GOLD FREE

$5

For the name of any person you
send us to whom we sell a piano be
tween now and January 1st. Address
Music
Dept. A. The
Co., Denver, Colo.
Knight-Campbe-
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EVENTS

A

ROMANCE

MUNYON'S

a

Eminent Doctors at Your Service Free

"And so, your father refuses to con
sent to our union?"
"He does Rodolphus."
The sal youth swallowed a sob.
"Is there nothing left for us, then,
but an elopement?" said he.
"Nothing."
"Do you think, Clementine, that you
home,
could abandon this luxurious
forget all the enjoyments of great
wealth, banish yourself forever from
your devoted parents' hearts, and go
west 'with a .poor young man to enter
a home of lifelong poverty and

Santa Fe Bridge Destroyed.
Roswell. The Santa Fe railroad
bridge over a tributary of the Pecos
river, fifteen miles north of Itoswell,
was completely destroyed by fire.

I Carters!
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However, Reads
Conversation,
Whole Lot More Like a Scene
In Real Life.
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Sick
Headache, astd" Dletreei aft or Eating.
Saul KO. Saul Data, Small Friaa

Leaves State.
Charles A.
Santa Fe.
Reynolds, who has been a resident of
Genuine
Signature
Santa Fe about eighteen months and
during this time associated with 'the
United States ganeaal land office, has
gone to Denver, having been transf"I could, Rodolphus."
erred by the Washington authorities
The sad youth rose wearily and
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If you are in doubt as to the cause of your disease, or feel the need
of medical advice, address a letter to Munyon's staff of eminent specialfill oub
ists, and they will send you an examination blank, which you will
tell
and
case
you
and return to them. They will then diagnose your
what to do, absolutely free of charge. You do not put yourself under
do not follow.
any obligation to them, and they will not feel hurt if you
their advice. If they prescribe Munyon's Remedies and you decide to
take the treatment, it goes with, a guarantee of satisfaction or money
refunded.
","
Address Munyon's Doctors, Munyon's Laboratories, 53d & JetlerHon
Streets, Philadelphia, Fa.
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Washington. The population of Ok,
lahoma Is 1,657,155, an increase of
or 17.2 per cent over 1900. A recapitulation of census returns covering the detailed figures for eighteen
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At last I was
advised to try the Cutlcura remedies
Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Pills
and I did not need more than a trial
to convince me that I was on the road
I bought two
of success this time.
sets of the Cutlcura Remedies and
after these were gone I was a different man entirely. I am now the happiest man that there Is at least one
true care tor skin diseases. Leonard
A. Hawtof, 11 Nostrand Ave., Brook
New Mexico Cotton,
Carlsbad. The cotton crop under lyn, N .Y., July 80 and Aug. 8, '09.
the Carlsbad project Is nearly all
MERELY A THEORY
gathered. The total yield will be about
The two gins ha.ve been
1,000 bales.
working over time all fall. The pric!
The
of cotton is very satlsfcatory.
last sale was made at 15 for middling, netting the grower here about
14
cents. Tho seed is worth $25 a
ton, making a bale of .cotton worth
to
to $90
from $88
anywhere
the grower, The growers who have
attention
given their cotton proper
are making a hale and a half to the
acre. The cotton grown here grades
very high most of It better than midnext
dling. The acreage of cotton
Beason is likely to be larger than in
the history of the project.
unbearable

watch-makers-

cannot properly handle their tools
with cold, stiff hands. Many a lost
hour or two on cold winter morn-inresults from the delayed beat
pf furnace or stove.
The Perfection Oil Heater' fin
few minutes gives the temperature that assures the worker warm
hands and pliable muscles. Tho
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First Used During the American Civil
War Now an Aid In Fighting Tuberculosis.

.

FOR FULLEST MEDICAL EXAMINATION BY MAIL
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Cross Christmas seals date
Almhttty smokies. uU
back in their origin to "charity
"AMERICAN AKPLE CONGRESS.'
stamps," first used for the soldiers'
quickly gives heat and with one Ailing of the font burns steadily for nine hours,
llama Mrcaticr which
without smoke or smell. Has aatomstlc-lockln- a
The meeting of the American Apple relief funds In Boston in IS 62, during
remove
prevents the wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to
Congress, to be held in Denver on the Civil war. After the war, this
and drop back so the wick can be quickly cleaned.
is the
first method of raising money was disconDecember
It has a damper top and a cool handle. Indicator always shows the imoont
tinued in this country for a generastep toward the organization of a
of oil In the font. The filler-ca- p
does not need to be screwed down ; it Is put in
Por
in
found
It
vogue
tion,
although
great congress of American apple
like a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the font by a chain, and cannot set lost.
France,
Switzerland,
Australia,
tugal,
This will be
growers and dealers.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged', because of a nsw device
the only national organization of Its Spain, Denmark, Norway, Russia
in construction, snd consequently, it can always be essily unscrewed in ait
coun
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and
other
European
kind ever proposed and is destined to
Instant for rewicking. The Perfection Is finished In span or nickel. Is Strong,
now several hun
'
built lor service, snd yet light and ornamental
,
become of much Importance to grow- tries. There are)
durable,
ers and dealers in all parts of the dred different types of charity stamp
used in all parts of the world.
it wars, write far ttnHptt (rVcslsf ,
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cojintry.
,
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Stamps or seals were first used to
The initial meeting for the organiza
tion of this has been officially called get money for the
by Governor John P. Shafroth, who crusade in Norway and Sweden In
(tawetiMMled)
Bas also sent invitations to governors 1904.
After being used In these counof other apple producing states, ask- tries for three years, as a direct re
ing that they send delegates.
sult of the Interest of Jacob Rlis in
Colorado, as the leading apple grow- Tuberculosis association, headed by
ing state in the union, is the logical this movement, the Delaware
s
state to take the Initiative in organizEmily P. Blssell, and the Red
ing this important congress.
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad Cross society of Delaware combined
takes pleasure in announcing a rate In issuing a tuberculosis stamp. So
of one fare for the round trip to Den- successful was this campaign
that
ver. Tickets will be on sale from all nearly $3,000 was realized, and the
stations In Colorado on December next year, In 1908, the American Red
14th, except from points west of Cross was Induced to Issue a national
Blanco and south of Vance Junction, Red Cross tuberculosis
From
when, selling date will be December this sale, $135,000 was stamp.
,
realized, that
3th. Tickets will carry a final re'Appointments and Estimates.
amount being almost doubled in 1909.
turn limit of December 18, 1910.
lei by Dealers voywlirj
Washington. President Taft sent to
Any Rio Grande agent, or Frank This year, for the first time, the sale the Senate the following recess apFO
S1-"T '
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on a comprehensive
A. Wadleigh, general passenger agent, Is organized
Continental Oil Company
Standard Oil Company
will be pleased to give information as basis, taking In all parts of the pointments: For associate Justices of
(Incorporated)
(lamrsuMea)
a to rates, etc., upon request.
A million for tuber- the Supreme Court of New Mexico,
United States.
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